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• What is a stellar mass ? 

• evolution massive galaxies 

• Linking progenitors and descendants 



Introduction – what does it 
mean – massive ? 

Typically, meant is “high stellar mass” 
•  Do we have any stellar masses ? 
•  How do you measure stellar masses anyway ? 



Why bother using stellar 
masses ? 

Before 2000, most analyses based on luminosities 
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Have we measured any stellar 
masses ? 

We only have a stellar mass for the Milky Way – where we 
can count the stars 
 
Extragalactic: micro-lensing 
 (for “real” astronomers) 
 
 
 
 
or … 
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or … 
 
Modeling … (IMF, stellar population model, metallicities, 
 star formation, history, extinction curve, distribution of 
 dust and stars, emission lines …) 
 



Kaufmann et al. 03 

Shapley et al. 01 



The saving grace: 









How do we get a mass selected 
sample at high redshift ? 

We need a proper census 
 



Z>2: selection in observed optical = rest-frame UV 





For a mass selected sample, we 
need rest-frame optical selected 

sample  
Observed near-IR at z>1.5 
•  Many galaxies at z>2 very faint in optical 
•  Spectroscopic redshifts very hard to get 
•  33 



Next step, stellar mass functions  





Overall results on stellar mass 
function 

Rapid evolution at lower masses (1e10 Msun) 
 
Much slower evolution at high redshift 



Bell et al, 2004, Nearly 5000 Distant Early-Type Galaxies in 
COMBO-17: A Red Sequence and Its Evolution since (618) 

 Combo-17:  2.2m imaging, with medium band filters 



Brammer et 2011 





Main results 
 
1)  Slow evolution of mass function at massive end 
2)  Rapid evolution of density of quiescent galaxies 

+ slow evolution for star forming galaxies 
 



Size evolution 





Williams et al 2010 



Go to the UDF ! 

Daddi et al 2005  

Szomoru et al 2010 



UDF – very deep imaging 

Szomoru et al 2010 



Main results 
 
1)  Slow evolution of mass function at massive end 
2)  Rapid evolution of density of quiescent galaxies 

+ slow evolution for star forming galaxies 
3)  Sizes of quiescent galaxies evolve very rapidly 

Re = 1/(1+z) 
 





What is going on ? 

Typical massive galaxy 
•  Starts forming stars early (z>>2) 
•  After some time, slows down (driven by halo ? 

Merger ? Black hole ?) 
•  Gets added to the red sequence which slowly 

builds up with time 



The Final Step 

•  Link galaxies by cumulative number density 
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Patel et al 12 



Main results 
 
1)  Slow evolution of mass function at massive end 
2)  Rapid evolution of density of quiescent galaxies 

+ slow evolution for star forming galaxies -> 
Some process converts star forming galaxies to 
“dead” galaxies 

3)  Sizes of quiescent galaxies evolve very rapidly 
Re = 1/(1+z) 

4)  Galaxies build up “inside-out” – inner parts in 
place at high z. 

 



Why should we believe any of 
this ? 

• Analyses depend strongly on 
“photometric redshifts” & 
stellar masses 

• Spectroscopy required – in the 
Near-IR ! 



X Shooter spectrum of galaxy at z=1.8 

Van de Sande 12 





Open questions 

1) What drives the formation 
•  Gas infall versus feedback 
2) Why does star formation shut down ? 
•  Hot gas infall, black holes 
Role of environment ?  
3) How does growth since z=2.5 occur ? 
     merging ?  
4) What process makes these very small systems? 



Tal et al 


